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Event Title : - Guest Lecture on “ Law of Attraction ”
Date:- 19h October 2012
Conduction Duration: One Day
Venue: Mechanical Seminar Hall
Resource Person:
1.Mr Ritesh Ruparel
Coordinator : Prof Ruplai Kulkarni
Objective :
1. To teach practical concepts of Personality Development via Law of Attraction
About The Program:

Sandip Foundation’s, Department of Management Studies had organized Guest
Lecture for MBA students on “Law of Attraction ” . The Guest Speaker was Mr Ritesh
Ruparel .While addressing the students Mr Ritesh Ruparel Said The Law of Attraction is

the most fundamental of all universal laws. Out-pacing the laws of gravity and
velocity (E=V2), well-beyond the measurements of science, The Law of Attraction is
the basis for who you are.For those who are new to conscious thinking, this idea that
your thoughts create your reality might be as whimsical as a spotted leopard running
free through the city streets. As a crazy notion, a “New Age” scam, even an “airyfairy” mind twister, the Law of Attraction is not a new idea. This rather fundamental
concept has been around for ages, often hidden from the masses by those who wish to
keep people “unconscious.” For those who have had some experience with this
concept, they might find these words refreshing and fulfilling. This idea is not new to
them but is a reminder of what they already know.

Your thoughts do indeed create your reality. Thoughts are forms of energy that are
sent ahead and eventually manifest as physical matter. The thoughts you think
determine the outcome of your worldly experiences, from finances to health,
relationships to environment. In fact, there is no aspect of your life that is not affected
by your thoughts.
Outcome:

1.Students were successfully able to learn how are personality shapes due to our
thoughts .
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